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We present a detailed theoretical analysis on the possibilities and conditions for negative permeability and negative
refraction occuring in the magnetic materials with both pronounced magnetic and dielectric responses to electromagnetic
waves. The results indicate that the permeability is always positive for  = (2q + 0:5) ( is the initial phase dierence
of magnetic components hx and hy of incident electromagnetic wave, q is integer), which means that it is dicult to
realize negative refraction. However, for  = 2q;  = (2q+ 1), or  = (2q  0:5), the negative permeability occurs at
some range of free procession frequency, which means that the refraction can become negative under certain conditions.
Further analysis reveals that for general positive permittivity there are various opportunities for realizing the negative
refraction provided that some requirements are met. One concludes also that the refractive index for  = 2q case is
similar to  = (2q+1). The only dierence between two cases of  = 2q and  = (2q+1) is that the x-direction for
 = 2q corresponds to the y-direction for  = (2q+1), and the y-direction for  = 2q corresponds to the x-direction
for  = (2q + 1). The results are valuable for designing and analysing the complex negative refraction of magnetic
materials.
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1. Introduction
Negative refraction materials (NRMs) tend to re-
verse all our understanding of optics.[1] When light
enters the NRM at an angle, it is refracted to an
opposite side of the normal to standard positive in-
dex materials,[2 6] which means that lenses can be
constructed from at NRM blocks with resolution
beyond the diraction limit.[7] The super-resolution
ability of NRMs could lead to applications in mi-
croscopy and lithography, which attracts lots of at-
tentions in this eld.[8 10] Specially in recent years,
dierent ways to design and fabricate NRMs are pro-
posed and realized,[11;12] such as metamaterials,[13]
photonic crystals,[14;15] multilayer stacks,[16;17] and
nonmagnetic materials etc.[18;19] However, these ma-
terials are mainly limited to articial structures cre-
ated in the laboratory. In order to explore some
simple and low-cost fabrication methods for NRMs,
one gradually transfers the attentions from articial
structures to natural materials. In natural materi-
als, the magnetic materials with dielectric or metallic
characteristics are potential candidates. For exam-
ple, the ferromagnetic materials (such as ferrite ma-
terials) present both the ferromagnetic properties and
the dielectric characteristics.[20 24] Some magnetized
metal magnetic lms can present both the metallic
properties that the permittivity is negative below the
plasma resonance frequency and the strong ferromag-
netic resonance properties that the negative perme-
ability can also be achieved close to the ferromagnetic
resonance.[25 28] Pimenov et al. have experimentally
shown that such properties could be found in ferro-
magnetic natural materials. Using 150 GHz electro-
magnetic wave irradiation, a negative refraction index
for La2=3Ca1=3MnO3 ferromagnetic material was ver-
ied under external magnetic elds close to the ferro-
magnetic resonance, which is a valuable contribution
to the eld.[29;30] Xu and Bai et al. reported that the
negative refraction properties of composite material
consisting of ferrite and copper wires were observed
at the microwave frequencies under an external mag-
netic eld.[31;32] Zhao et al. found the magnetotun-
able material consisting of yttrium iron garnet slab
and metallic wires. The negative refraction passband
through the NRMs can be dynamically and continu-
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ously tuned in a wide frequency region by an applied
external magnetic eld.[33;34]
In the present work, we give a detailed theoret-
ical analysis on the negative refraction in ferromag-
netic materials under external magnetic elds and
some possible requirements for realizing the negative
refraction, which can be very useful for designing and
fabricating NRMs from natural materials.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, the theoretical basis of the magnetic sus-
ceptibility for homogeneous isotropic innite medium
under an external magnetic eld and a response to
an electromagnetic wave are presented, and the for-
mula for calculating the magnetic susceptibility ten-
sor is derived. In Section 3, the dependence of mag-
netic susceptibility on the polarization characteristics
of electromagnetic waves is discussed. In Section 4,
the permittivity for general ferromagnetic dielectric
materials is analyzed. In Section 5, the criterion and
calculation formula for complex refractive index are
derived. The possible complex refractive index of fer-
romagnetic materials is described in Section 6. The
work is nally concluded in Section 7.
2. Theoretical basis on the mag-
netic susceptibility tensor for
homogeneous isotropic innite
sample under an external mag-
netic eld[35]
A homogeneous isotropic innite sample is mag-
netized under both an external direct current mag-
netic eld He and an electromagnetic wave mag-
netic eld h, and the magnetization intensity is M .
The total eective eld is the sum of the two elds
He = h +He. Let us assume that M deviates by
an angle  from He direction (shown in Fig. 1) and
M moves due to precession around He. The motion
equation of M with damping taken into account can
be expressed as
dM
dt
=  :M He + a
M
M  dM
dt
; (1)
where  is the gyromagnetic ratio, and a is damping
parameter. One further writes down He and M as
follows
He = hxi+ hyj + (He + hz)k; (2)
M = mxi+myj + (M0 +mz)k: (3)
Fig. 1. The movement schematic of magnetization under
external magnetic eld.
Assuming h = h0 e
i!0t (where !0 is the electro-
magnetic wave frequency) and m = m0 e
i!0t, M0 is
the constant component of M at the z-axis. The mx,
my, and mz are the alternate components of M at
x-direction, y-direction, and z-direction, respectively.
Substituting Eqs. (2) and (3) into Eq. (1) one gets the
formula as follows:
i!0
0BB@
mx
my
mz
1CCA
=  
0BB@
my(He + hz)  (M0 +mz)hy
(M0 +mz)hx  mx(He + hz)
mxhy  myhx
1CCA
+
a
M
0BB@
my i!0mz   (M0 +mz)i!0my
(M0 +mz)i!0mx  mx i!0mz
mx i!0my  my i!0mx
1CCA : (4)
Generally speaking, the magnetic eld intensity for
electromagnetic waves is much smaller than the ex-
ternal direct current magnetic eld He, so we assume
that jhj  jHej, and jmj  jM j, here the second-
order terms in Eq. (4) are ignored, one can get
i!0mx =  (myHe  M0hy)  ia!0
M
M0my;
i!0my =  (M0hx  mxHe) + ia!0
M
M0mx;
mz = 0: (5)
Due toM0 M Ms (Ms is the saturation mag-
netization intensity), Eq. (5) can be simplied as
i!0mx + (! + ia!0)my = !mhy;
 (! + ia!0)mx + i!0my =  !mhx;
mz = 0; (6)
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where !(= He) is called free precession frequency of
the magnetization and can be tuned by the external
direct current magnetic eld He, and !m = Ms 
M0. One can get from Eq. (6)
mx =
!m(! + ia!0)
(! + ia!0)2   !20
hx + i
!m!0
(! + ia!0)2   !20
hy;
my =  i !m!0
(! + ia!0)2   !20
hx +
!m!0
(! + ia!0)2   !20
hy;
mz = 0: (7)
Equation (7) can be rewritten as
m =
$
  h = ($  1)  h; (8)
where
$
(=
$
 + 1) is the permeability tensor.
$
 is
called magnetic susceptibility tensor, and
$
 =
$
  1 =
0BB@
  ia 0
ia  0
0 0 0
1CCA =
0BB@
  1  ia 0
ia   1 0
0 0 0
1CCA ;
(9)
 =   1 = !m(! + ia!0)
(! + ia!0)2   !20
;
a = a =
 !m!0
(! + ia!0)2   !20
: (10)
The  and a can be written as  = 
0  i00 and
a = 
0
a   i00a, respectively, and
0 = 0   1 = !m!(!
2   !20) + !m!a2!20
[!2   (1 + a2)!20 ]2 + 4!2a2!20
; (11)
00 = 00 =
!ma!0[!
2 + !20(1 + a
2)]
[!2   (1 + a2)!20 ]2 + 4!2a2!20
; (12)
0a = 
0
a =
 !m!0[!2   !20(1 + a2)]
[!2   (1 + a2)!20 ]2 + 4!2a2!20
; (13)
00a = 
00
a =
 2!m!a!20
[!2   (1 + a2)!20 ]2 + 4!2a2!20
: (14)
Equations (11){(14) indicate that the components of
magnetic susceptibility tensor depend on the free pro-
cession frequency !, which is in turn determined by
the external direct current magnetic eld intensity due
to ! = He.
In order to have a better understanding, Fig. 2
gives the dependence of susceptibility on the free pro-
cession frequency, where we assume that !m=!0 = 3
and a = 0:1 (It is noted that !m=!0 = 3 and a = 0:1
will be still chosen in following calculations and anal-
ysis in order to keep the consistency). One can nd
that when the frequency !0 is xed, the 
00 (shown
in Fig. 2(b)) and 00a (shown in Fig. 2(d)) reach up to
positive and negative maximum values, respectively if
!(= He) = !0, which can be realized by tuning ex-
ternal direct current magnetic eld intensity He. The
He is called ferromagnetic resonance magnetic eld. In
addition, the 0 (shown in Fig. 2(a)) and 0a (shown in
Fig. 2(c)) are less than 0 at left and right side of the
ferromagnetic resonance magnetic eld, respectively.
Fig. 2. The dependence of magnetic susceptibility on the free precession frequency. (a) the relation of 0 with
!; (b) the relation of 00 with !; (c) the relation of 0a with !; (d) the relation of 00a with !.
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3. Magnetic susceptibility for
homogeneous isotropic in-
nite sample under polarization
light and direct current mag-
netic eld
As is shown in Fig. 1, we choose z-axis which is the
external direct current magnetic eld direction to be
the propagation direction of electromagnetic wave. To
simplify the analysis, the electromagnetic wave mag-
netic eld in this coordinate system can be expressed
as
hx =  A e i(!0t+2); hy = A e i(!0t+1);
hz = 0; (15)
where A is the amplitude, 1 and 2 are the initial
phases of hx and hy, respectively. Substituting  and
a into Eq. (7), one can get
mx = hx   iahy
= 0hx   00ahy   i(00hx + 0ahy);
my = iahx + hy
= 00ahx + 
0hy   i(00hy   0ahx);
mz = 0: (16)
Substituting Eq. (15) into Eq. (16), one can get
mx =  A([0 e i(!0t+2) + 00a e i(!0t+1)]
+ i[0aA e
i(!0t+1)   00 e i(!0t+2)]);
my = A([
0 e i(!0t+1)   00a e i(!0t+2)]
 i[00 e i(!0t+1) + 0a e i(!0t+2)]);
mz = 0: (17)
In the following four subsections, as examples, the de-
pendence of complex permeability on the initial phases
is analysed and discussed in detail.
Case 1  = 2   1 = 2q, (q is integer);
Case 2  = 2   1 = (2q + 1);
Case 3  = 2   1 = (2q + 1=2);
Case 4  = 2   1 = (2q   1=2).
3.1.  = 2   1 = 2q; 2 = 1 + 2q
According to Eq. (15) and 2 = 1+2q, one can
get
hx =  hy: (18)
Substituting Eqs. (18) and (15), and 2 = 1 + 2q
into Eq. (17) one can get
mx = [(
0 + 00a)  i(00   0a)]hx;
my = [(
0   00a)  i(00 + 0a)]hy;
mz = 0: (19)
One can see from Eq. (19) the complex permeability
(= r + ii) at x-direction can be written as
r = 
0 + 00a + 1
=
!m!
 
!2 + !20 [(a  1)2   2]

[!2   (1 + a2)!20 ]2 + 4!2a2!20
+ 1;
i = 
00   0a
=
!m!0
 
!20 [a(a
2   a+ 1)  1] + !2(a+ 1)
[!2   (1 + a2)!20 ]2 + 4!2a2!20
; (20)
and at y-direction the complex permeability (= r+
ii) can be expressed as
r = 
0   00a + 1
=
!m!

!2 + !20 [(a+ 1)
2   2]	
[!2   (1 + a2)!20 ]2 + 4!2a2!20
+ 1;
i = 
00 + 0a
=
!m!0[!
2
0(a
3 + a2 + a+ 1) + !2(a  1)]
[!2   (1 + a2)!20 ]2 + 4!2a2!20
: (21)
Equations (20) and (21) are plotted in Fig. 3. Figures
3(a) and 3(b) are the real part r and imaginary part
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Fig. 3. Complex permeability under  = 2q (a) real part (b) imaginary part at x-direction, (c) real part (d)
imaginary part at y-direction.
i at x-direction, respectively. Figures 3(c) and 3(d)
are the real part r and imaginary part i at y-
direction, respectively. One can see from Fig. 3 that
the negative values for the complex permeability oc-
cur at some range of free procession frequency, which
is also a condition required for realizing the negative
refraction.
3.2.  = 2   1 = (2q + 1); 2 =
1 + (2q + 1)
According to Eq. (15) and 2 = 1 + (2q + 1),
one can get
hx = hy: (22)
Substituting Eqs. (22) and (15), and 2 = 1+(2q+1)
into Eq. (17) one can get
mx = [(
0   00a)  i(00 + 0a)]hx;
my = [(
0 + 00a)  i(00   0a)]hy;
mz = 0: (23)
One can see from Eq. (23) the complex permeability
(= r + ii) at x-direction can be written as
r = 
0   00a + 1
=
!m!

!2 + !20 [(a+ 1)
2   2]	
[!2   (1 + a2)!20 ]2 + 4!2a2!20
+ 1;
i = 
00 + 0a
=
!m!0[!
2
0(a
3 + a2 + a+ 1) + !2(a  1)]
[!2   (1 + a2)!20 ]2 + 4!2a2!20
; (24)
and at y-direction the complex permeability (= r+
ii) can be expressed as
r = 
0 + 00a + 1
=
!m!

!2 + !20 [(a  1)2   2]
	
[!2   (1 + a2)!20 ]2 + 4!2a2!20
+ 1;
i = 
00   0a
=
!m!0

!20 [a(a
2   a+ 1)  1] + !2(a+ 1)	
[!2   (1 + a2)!20 ]2 + 4!2a2!20
:
(25)
Comparing Eq. (24) with Eq. (21) and Eq. (25) with
Eq. (20) it is easy to nd that the complex perme-
ability at x-direction for  = (2q + 1) is the same
as that at y-direction for  = 2q, and the complex
permeability at y-direction for  = (2q + 1) is the
same as that at x-direction for  = 2q. This indi-
cates the complex permeability for  = (2q + 1) can
be also described in Fig. 3. The dierences are that
for  = (2q + 1) Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) are at the y-
direction, while Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) are at x-direction.
3.3.  = 2   1 = (2q + 0:5); 2 =
1 + (2q + 0:5)
According to Eq. (15) and 2 = 1 + (2q + 0:5),
one can get
hx =  ihy;
hy = ihx: (26)
Substituting Eqs. (26) and (15), and 2 = 1 +
(2q + 0:5) into Eq. (17), one can get
mx = [(
0 + 0a)  i(00 + 00a)]hx;
my = [(
0 + 0a)  i(00 + 00a)]hy;
mz = 0: (27)
Equation (27) shows that the complex permeability
(= r + ii) at x-direction is the same as that at
y-direction, and can be written as
r = 
0 + 0a + 1 =
!m(! + !0)
(! + !0)2 + a2!20
+ 1;
i = 
00 + 00a =
!m!0
(! + !0)2 + a2!20
: (28)
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Equation (28) is plotted in Fig. 4. Figures 4(a) and
4(b) are the real part r and imaginary part i respec-
tively. Figure 4 is showing that whether the real part
or the imaginary part is always more than 0 at any free
procession frequency. This means that it is dicult to
realize negative refraction for  = (2q + 0:5).
Fig. 4. Complex permeability under  = (2q + 0:5) (a) real part (b) imaginary part.
3.4.  = 2   1 = (2q   0:5); 2 =
1 + (2q   0:5)
According to Eq. (15) and 2 = 1 + (2q   0:5),
one can get
hx = ihy;
hy =  ihx: (29)
Substituting Eqs. (29) and (15), and 2 = 1 +
(2q   0:5) into Eq. (17), one can get
mx = [(
0   0a)  i(00   00a)]hx;
my = [(
0   0a)  i(00   00a)]hy;
mz = 0: (30)
Similar to the  = (2q + 0:5) case, one can
see from Eq. (30) that the complex permeability (=
r + ii) at x-direction is the same as that at y-
direction, and can be written as
r = 
0   0a + 1 =
!m(!   !0)
(!   !0)2 + a2!20
+ 1;
i = 
00   00a =
!m!0
(!   !0)2 + a2!20
: (31)
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) are the real part r and
imaginary part i in Eq. (31), respectively. One can
see from Fig. 5 that the real part could be less than
0 at a certain range of free procession frequency, and
the imagery part is always more than 0. This indi-
cates that the negative refraction may be realized at
some special requirements, which will be discussed in
Section 6.
Fig. 5. Complex permeability under  = (2q   0:5) (a) real part (b) imaginary part.
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4. Permittivity analysis for ho-
mogeneous isotropic innite
sample[35]
The magnetic response and susceptibility have
been derived in above sections. For the dielectric
characteristics, generally speaking, the ferromagnetic
medium is isotropic. In the following, we analyse
the permittivity properties and give the corresponding
calculation formula. For the convenience of analysis,
we write electric eld of the electromagnetic wave as
E = Em e
i!0t: (32)
The electric dipole moments are produced within
the ferromagnetic materials under the electric eld of
the electromagnetic wave, and the electric displace-
ment vector is marked asD. TheD may lag for phase
angle e due to the damping factors, and is expressed
as
D =Dm e
i(!0t e): (33)
Here the complex permittivity "(= "r+ i"i) is de-
ned as
" =
1
"0
D
E
=
1
"0
Dm
Em
e ie : (34)
For homogeneous ferromagnetic dielectric materi-
als, the electric displacement is mainly from the elec-
tric polarization P , and can be expressed as D =
"0E+P . The electric polarization includes electronic
polarization, ion polarization, and orientation polar-
ization. The corresponding dielectric constant can be
expressed as
" = "1 +
"s   "1
1 + i!0
; (35)
where  is a nite relaxation time for orientation po-
larization of electric dipole, "1 is the dielectric con-
stant for !0 !1 and "s is the dielectric constant for
!0 ! 0. According to Eqs. (34) and (35), one can get
"r = "1 + ("s   "1) 1
1 + (!0)2
; (36)
"i = "1 + ("s   "1) !0
1 + (!0)2
: (37)
For the ferromagnetic materials, from Eqs. (36)
and (37) one can nd that both the real part and
imaginary part are possible to be less than 0 under
certain special requirements. In this work, in order to
be general true for most natural materials, we assume
that "r > 0 and "i > 0.
5. The criterion and calculation
for complex refractive index
The complex refractive index n is determined si-
multaneously by both the complex permittivity "(=
"r+ i"i) and complex permeability (= r+ ii). The
n can be expressed as
n =
p
" =
p
("r + i"i)(r + ii): (38)
For convenience, the " and  are written in the
form of complex number
" = j"j e i(+2s)(0   < 2; s = 0; 1; 2; 3 : : :); (39)
 = jj e i(+2t)(0   < 2; t = 0; 1; 2; 3 : : :) (40)
with
j"j =
q
"2r + "
2
i ;
jj =
q
2r + 
2
i : (41)
Based on Einstein's causality and Ref. [36], the
sign of n ought to be determined by
n =
p
j"j jj e i[(+)=2+(s+t)]: (42)
The complex refractive index can be expressed as
n = nr + ini; (43)
where nr is the refractive index, and ni is the extinc-
tion coecient, and
nr =
p
j"j jj cos

+ 
2
+ (s+ t)

; (44)
ni =
p
j"j jj sin

+ 
2
+ (s+ t)

: (45)
The above solutions can be divided into two
groups:
1) even solutions s+ t = 2p for p = 0;1;2 : : : ,
2) odd solutions s + t = 2p + 1 for p =
0;1;2 : : : .
The even solution corresponds to s + t = 0 and
the odd solution corresponds to s+ t = 1. A causal
solution has to be required so that the waves could
travel from the source points to observation points,
no matter how the sign of refractive index changes in
the materials. Violating the causality condition would
result in a negative energy density which cannot be
accepted in physics. The principle applies also to the
optically gaining materials where external pumping
sources sustain an amplifying function but the energy
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ow remains in the positive direction. That is to say,
the wave impedance Z has to be positive to maintain
the Poynting vector in the causal direction, i.e.
Re fZg  Re
r

"

> 0: (46)
Equation (46) is the criterion we should use to
select the causal solution for the square root of the
refractive index in Eqs. (44) and (45).
6. The possible complex refrac-
tive index of ferromagnetic
materials
For the ferromagnetic materials, generally one can
nd from Eqs. (36) and (37) "r > 0 and "i > 0, which
is also general true for most natural materials. Ac-
cording to analysis and discussion in Section 3, here
we can give the possible sign of the complex refrac-
tive index. The results are presented in Table 1. One
sees from Table 1 that there are various opportunities
for the real part of the refractive index to be neg-
ative provided that some requirements are satised.
In the light of analysis one concludes on the general
conditions for negative refraction as follows. There
must be positive refractive index for  = (2q + 1=2).
The refractive index for  = 2q case is similar to
 = (2q + 1), only the x-direction for  = 2q corre-
sponds to the y-direction for  = (2q + 1), and the
y-direction for  = 2q corresponds to the x-direction
for  = (2q + 1).
Let us consider two typical cases, one has a rela-
tively small "i and the other has a relatively large "i.
We note that the selected data for the dielectric func-
tion is in consistence with typical data in the literature
for magnetic materials in high frequencies.[37 39] For
these two cases, both the real and imaginary parts
of the refractive index at x-direction for  = 2q are
plotted in Fig. 6. In Fig. 6(a), the proportion j"ij=j"rj
is low, and the spectral range for negative refraction
is narrow at about ! = 0:89!0  0:93!0. In Fig. 6(b)
Table 1. The sign of complex refractive index.
 = (2q   0:5) r < 0 i > 0 ni > 0
 ir  >  "i"r  nr > 0 ir  <  "i"r  nr < 0
r > 0 i > 0 nr > 0 ni > 0
 = (2q + 0:5) r > 0 i > 0 nr > 0 ni > 0
 = 2q x-direction
r > 0 i < 0
 ir  >  "i"r  nr > 0 ni < 0
y-direction
r > 0 i < 0
 ir  >  "i"r  nr > 0 ni < 0 ir  <  "i"r  nr > 0 ni > 0  ir  <  "i"r  nr > 0 ni > 0
r < 0 i < 0
 ir  >  "i"r  nr > 0 ni < 0 / ir  <  "i"r  nr < 0 ni > 0
r < 0 i > 0
 ir  >  "i"r  nr > 0 ni > 0 r < 0 i > 0
 ir  >  "i"r  nr > 0 ni > 0 ir  <  "i"r  nr < 0 ni > 0  ir  <  "i"r  nr < 0 ni > 0
r > 0 i > 0 nr > 0 ni > 0 r > 0 i > 0 nr > 0 ni > 0
Fig. 6. The dependence of complex refractive index on free precession frequency at x-direction (a) "i = 0:2 and
"r = 2, (b) "i = 4, and "r = 2.
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the proportion j"ij=j"rj is high and the spectral range
for negative refraction is broadened at about ! =
0:53!0  1:03!0. It is interesting to note from
Fig. 6(b) that in the most part of the spectrum within
the range of negative refraction, there is nr > ni, i.e.
the real part is larger than the imaginary part of the
refractive index. In other words, the refraction eect
is dominant in comparison with the absorption, which
would help us to avoid confusion between the negative
refraction and inhomogeneity.
7. Conclusions
We have presented a theoretical analysis and dis-
cussions for negative refraction occuring in the mag-
netic materials. Under an external magnetic eld, the
material has a resonance in the spectrum of the mag-
netic permeability. On one side of the resonance, un-
der certain conditions, there is a broadened spectral
range where the refraction becomes negative when lin-
early or rotationally polarized electromagnetic waves
are incident upon the material. In some special di-
rections, these conditions are always satised and, in
other words, there is certainly a spectral range of neg-
ative refraction. In addition, in most cases the real
part of the refractive index is larger than the imagi-
nary part of the refractive index, and meanwhile the
electric permittivity keeps in general positive with or
without plasma resonance. Finally, since the magnetic
resonance is induced by the external eld, for a given
incident electromagnetic wave, one is always able to
tune the external direct current magnetic eld to reach
negative refraction.
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